Council to Send Letters On Speaker Ban Issue

Student Council Friday voted 18-1-1 to send letters to City College President Buell G. Gallagher and the five other members of the Administrative Council, calling for the rescinding of the current ban on speakers convicted under the Smith Act.

The five other members of the Council are the presidents of Hunter, Queens and Brooklyn Colleges and Staten Island and Bronx Community. The letters will ask for the rescinding of the ban on the ground that it is a violation of academic freedom. Student Council felt that the right to bear discussions of issues be a denied to City College students.

The ban came into effect in March, 1957, when John Gates was invited to speak at the College. He was later sentenced to serve one year. Colleges and Staten Island and Council are the presidents of the five other members of the Administrative Council, calling for the rescinding of the current ban on speakers convicted under the Smith Act.

By Bomo Cucinotta

The legislators, Assembly majority leader Joseph Carlin, from Long Beach, and Senate minority leader Joseph Zaretsky, from Manhattan, both supported the plan, but with qualifications. Mr. Carlin called it a "proper plan" for State aid for City Colleges. Mr. Zaretsky said he was "very gratified by the prospect of a plan for State aid" for City Colleges. The legislators Assembly majority leader Joseph Carlin, from Long Beach, and Senate minority leader Joseph Zaretsky, from Manhattan, both supported the plan, but with qualifications. Mr. Carlin said he was in favor of the plan for State aid, "provided that the program be worked out with in the community college framework." At present, New York State operates a system of community colleges, mostly two-year institutions, throughout the State. Those schools are run jointly by the State and the local communities involved.

Economics Professor: Sethur Views Changing Russia

By Don Cucinotta

"Russia is undergoing an ex- Ing:UIl, political and economic revolution which will alter the entire set-up of the country within a short time," said Professor Frederick Sethur of the Economics Department, who visited the Soviet Union during the summer.

Dr. Sethur, who went as a researcher on an international study group in Russia, said that the entire country is being divided into political and economic self-sustaining units called Sovnarkhozes. These Sovnarkhozes, besides being industrial and agricultural centers, will have individual, local plans, boards which will superintend the present centralized ministries.

Professor Sethur with the problems that they know most intimately than do the central agencies.

When Dr. Sethur went to a co-operative farm he saw why this system worked. Every farmer has his own plot of land which he can use for his own needs, but still must contribute his labor to the state-owned land.

New System

Since he must sell 50% of what he produces to the state land to the government at very low prices, he neglects this land and tends to concentrate on his own farm. The result is low productivity with little variety and little scientific farming. The new system would do away with the "private" plots but, to compensate for this, would raise the prices on agricultural products.

When it comes to industry and technology, however, Russia is still in top form. Dr. Sethur saw the "No. 1 State Rail-Bearing-Plant" (whose name has been changed because the official whom it was named after was not very popular with the people) and "Sovet Steel".

Dr. Sethur felt that "the right to near and far." At present, New York State operates a system of community colleges, mostly two-year institutions, throughout the State. Those schools are run jointly by the State and the local communities involved.
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Frosh Class Names Slate

Freshmen elections for Student Council and Class Council positions were held Friday in Freshman Assembly.

In the race for President of Lower '62, Joseph Trombino was elected by narrow margin over runner-up Hillel Gross. In addition to Trombino and Gross, two other freshmen vied for the vice-presidency of the class. Spencer Berlin edged Dave Taylor by one vote for the office.

Another close race was held for the vice-presidency of the class. Spencer Berlin edged Dave Taylor by one vote for the office.

In the race for the secretaryship, Bryna Popkin easily trounced her opponent. While Allan White edged Bob Slusky for the treasurer's post, Lucile Lipitz, Yvette Sarker, Martin Shapiro and Leslie Fradin were elected to the four other Class Council posts.

Gallagher to Take Smith Act Ban Before Administrative Council; Scores MDC's Letter of Appeal

City College President Buell G. Gallagher will take the Marxist Discussion Club's request to allow Benjamin J. Davis to speak on campus, before the Administrative Council tonight. Under an Administrative Council ruling made in March, 1957, persons convicted under the Smith Act are banned from speaking on campus.

Davis, New York State Chairman of the Communist Party, was convicted under the Smith Act in 1949 after being refused speaking privileges by Dean of Student Life James Peace. He appealed the invitation. Davis was convicted under the Smith Act in 1949 after being refused speaking privileges by Dean of Student Life James Peace. He appealed the invitation.

The President made this charge while answering a letter from MDC. The letter asked him and his, in effect, to go before the Administrative Council and ask for permission for Benjamin Davis to speak at the College.

The Club's letter to him "was charged that the current activities of MDC were hampering his efforts to remove the speakers' ban.

The majority leader also noted that in denying Davis the right to speak at the College, the Club's letter to him "was implied that in denying speaking privileges to Davis, the College was taking a stand for freedom of speech." At present, New York State operates a system of community colleges, mostly two-year institutions, throughout the State. Those schools are run jointly by the State and the local communities involved.

Difficulties

The majority leader also noted that he expected the measure to be passed within a year, during the next session of the State Legislature. However, he pointed out that there were numerous difficulties to be overcome, such as the type of plan to be approved, and the possible disapproval of Upstate legislatures.

Senator Zaretsky also said he was in favor of the proposed measures to aid the colleges, but he too had reservations. Echoing Mr. Carlin’s sentiments, he said that the colleges would have to be treated like the community colleges, which the State now supports.

However, Mr. Zaretsky had different feelings as to the success of the bill. He felt that since Republicans have a "continuously voted against the bill," chances were slim that the measure would pass. The majority leader also noted that in denying Davis the right to speak at the College, the Club’s letter to him “was implied that in denying speaking privileges to Davis, the College was taking a stand for freedom of speech.” At present, New York State operates a system of community colleges, mostly two-year institutions, throughout the State. Those schools are run jointly by the State and the local communities involved.
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Horowitz Clears Case Concerning Alaska Trip
Mike Horowitz, Uptown Student Government president, has been cleared of any effort to defraud the university by his use of $300 in student fees for a trip to Alaska.

Concerning Alcohol... arising from his use of $300 in student fees for a trip to "the legal right to administra­
sion of the regulations specifically authorized. The regulations specifically
1
1
1
1
1
Entrance Requirements

As noted on page 6, the Baruch School has the lowest entrance requirements of any city college. We have some troubles the same way that the West Side and Brooklyn have, but the Baruch School has none of them. We are not proud of the Baruch School, but we are not happy with the Baruch School. We are not happy with the Baruch School, but we are not proud of the Baruch School. We are not happy with the Baruch School, but we are not proud of the Baruch School.

When Long Island University removed the editor of the student newspaper, "Kingsman," after the weekend, it was made public that the newspaper was printed illegally and that the editor was fired. The editor was fired because the newspaper was printed illegally. The newspaper was printed illegally because it was not approved by the Long Island University administration. The newspaper was printed illegally because it was not approved by the Long Island University administration. The newspaper was printed illegally because it was not approved by the Long Island University administration.

Freedom of the press is a basic principle. It is essential for a healthy democracy. It is essential for a healthy democracy. It is essential for a healthy democracy. It is essential for a healthy democracy.

When people are quick to point out that the Baruch School has "harmful" articles, no one is surprised. The newspaper is published by students and is not held accountable by anyone. It is not held accountable by anyone. It is not held accountable by anyone. It is not held accountable by anyone.

The Baruch School, in comparison with other city colleges, has a lower percentage of old students. The Baruch School, in comparison with other city colleges, has a lower percentage of old students. The Baruch School, in comparison with other city colleges, has a lower percentage of old students. The Baruch School, in comparison with other city colleges, has a lower percentage of old students.
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Engineer Enrollment Declines This Semester

For the second year in a row, the enrollment of engineers at City College has declined because of more and more applicants from high schools. According to Department of Student Affairs, the enrollment of undergraduates and 4,000 engineering enrollment in drop University for the largest metro-

As an example, at a recent meeting of the Department of Student Affairs, the enrollment of undergraduates and 4,000 engineering enrollment in drop University for the largest metro-

Edward F. Lucia, President of the Baruch School wrestling team, announced that the team's record for the current season was 9-2. "We are proud of our team's record," he said. "I think we have shown that we are a strong team." The team's next game will be against Fordham University on Thursday, November 19.

The System

The CCNY La Crosse team is expected to be one of the top teams in the country. The team was formed last year and has been very successful. The team has won several games, including a recent victory over Wisconsin. The team's next game will be against the University of Wisconsin on November 20.
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The CCNY La Crosse team is expected to be one of the top teams in the country. The team was formed last year and has been very successful. The team has won several games, including a recent victory over Wisconsin. The team's next game will be against the University of Wisconsin on November 20.
CCNY Gets Unanimous Nod For Tri-State League Entry

The officials of the Tri-State Basketball League voted unanimously last week to accept CCNY College as a entering with the 1959-60 basketball season. Also accepted was Long Island University.

In an interview with THE TICKER, basketball coach Nat Holman said that, "As a result of having our basketball team in the league that traged," Holman said he was in favor of the team's entering the Tri-State League from the beginning.

City's and LIU's entrances into the loop will bring the League total to 13 teams. The other teams are Brooklyn, Fairleigh Dickinson, Hunter, Adelphi, Rider, Lehigh, Kings Point, and Yeshiva.

Traditional Fee

Although it was believed that the traditional teams might have to be dropped from the schedule, Athletic Director Arthur Des Grey told THE TICKER that "if New York University can work into our openings, by all means they will play us." He noted "We plan to work within the 19-5 game schedule."

Des Grey amplified his statement by saying that "(NYU's) Garden commitments have to be considered. Other teams that are being seriously being dropped include St. John's, St. Francis, Manhattan and Fordham.

"If it is possible to maintain them, we will," stated Des Grey. "It is a difficult job to eliminate them, but we will maintain relationships if it isn't a hardship for them."

As a result of entry into the

City Trounces LIU, 8-0, As Sund Scores Four Goals

A partisan crowd of about 500, shouting "evil" at the referes, off-side calls against City, saw the national soccer co-champions prove to be far too powerful for Long Island University, Saturday at Lewiston stadium. The final score was 8-0.

The Beavers power didn't seem too apparent in the first quarter. However, the City attack pressed too apparent in the first quarter. It was during this period that Billy Sund scored four goals.

The Beaver's power didn't seem too apparent in the first quarter. However, the City attack pressed too apparent in the first quarter. It was during this period that Billy Sund scored four goals.

The second quarter saw the national co-champions, blanked in that quarter, they carry a 1-0 lead by virtue of Gabor Schlisser's successful penalty kick. A disappointing aspect of the first half was Johnny Panci- no's missing of a penalty shot.

The team was rejuvenated for the second half as goals began to pile up. Billy Sund and Gabor Schlisser scored one each within three minutes during the third quarter. Sund, Schlisser and Les Sweeney each turned within three minutes of the last quarter.

Barochian Savio D'Agostino took over the goal-tending chores for the second half of play. The Beaver defense was so good, that he sat down on the grass and began to pick daisies while the game was going on.

Typical comments from the Kings Point bench included: "When do we get a chance to kick the ball?"

Soccermen to Oppose Queens in Loop Game

By Bob Signer

Queens College's soccer team will greet City's Beavers at home, tomorrow and the Knights will be out to avenge last year's 4-0 defeat at the hands of City, which has broken a losing record last year, but has started off on the right foot this year by beating Adelphi, 2-0.

Queens Public Relations Director of Sports, Ir

Schwartz further pointed out that there are quite a few forborn boys on the team. "He added that it had "lots of depth, good spirit, and a good offense." The Knights will be uner the leadership of a new coach, Allen Feld, who has "high hopes for the team.

Most of last year's players are returning, including Paul Zafon, Alec Salm, and Lucas Sekete. These players are all on the of-

fense. Sekete, in a recent game supposedly kicked a prodigious shot that "made the opposing player's eyes goggle."

Bruce Track Club Started

By Taylor Dawkins, Best

By Alvin Rervin

Co-captains Ralph Taylor, Stan Dawkins and George Best of the CCNY track team, are succeeding in their effort of reviving the Bruce Track Club. The club is named after Dr. Harold Anson Bruce, former CCNY varsity track coach, who passed away in Febru-

ary 1937.

During the past summer, Tay-

lor, Dawkins and Best collaborated with other CCNY trackmen to try to break on the Bruce Club. This was the one element lacking in the club during Bruce's life.

The purpose of the club would be to break into the ranks of the top AAU eastern clubs. The club is named after Dr. Harold Anson Bruce, former CCNY varsity track coach, who passed away in Febru-

ary 1937.
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